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The veil in the Van Allen Belt has been blocking our Consciousness from our perfect, 

glorious, family of love and light who only live to create more love from the light of the 

Sun, the colors of the rainbow and sound of the Breath of God. 

 

In this wonderful kingdom, my family of Aquafarians sing to me continuously, aligning 

their perfect consciousness through the ultra violet blue perfect kingdom created by the 

Mind of God. 

They have kept their Promise to us by keeping that Perfect kingdom that knows of nothing 

besides Eternal Love and manifesting our hearts desires. 

 

Mother Earth has kept that promise inside of her heart to connect through us into the 

perfect Blue Realm that waits for us in the Clouds above and in the atmosphere we breathe. 

 

This is the year of Love. This is the time the gates are open through Aquafaria aligning us 

back into the perfect tone of home. 'We can glide into Aquafaria in our Consciousness. We 

can ask the Lord God of our Being to take us into Aquafaria each night. We go in 

Consciousness, we are really there. When we ride our Golden Merkaba to Aquafaria, we 

will take our physical bodies with us. 

 

All of the words were channeled into my voice from my Aquafarian family. All of the 

breaths were channeled through me from the highest frequencies of Source, Cosmic 

Consciousness, Co-Creative Realm, 

consisting of only Aquafarian family of the perfect kingdom. 

 

Echoes of the melodies of Somewhere Over the Rainbow come and stream into my 

consciousness as I connected into the Blue Realm. My Aquafarian family has told me that 

the Magical Realm of anything we can imagine exists in Aquafaria.  This Consciousness 

and Reality of the Magical realm was blocked from our realm of reality when the dark 

forces placed a barrier in the Van Allen Belt. The 11.75 degree shift that is being created 

by the Light Frequencies of our Cosmic Family at this time will remove that veil that is 

blocking us from the consciousness of our Perfect Kingdom. The frequencies of this 

heavenly reality were channeled to me through the melodies of Somewhere Over the 

Rainbow to remind me that that land of Oz really does exist and it really was blocked from 

us by a Dark Entity. And we really can return home in something that appears to be a 

tornadoes, but it is actually a Torsion field that can be created by any entity in a space ship 

to pull us up into the higher realms or to place us back on Earth. 

 

The journeys of Peter Pan the land of Oz and all children’s fairly tales came from the 

minds of Aquafarians trying to implant the memory of our Perfect Kingdom in the minds 

of children. These fantasies and myths are familiar to children everywhere because the last 

place that our Souls were before returning to this Earth was the Aquafarian Healing Center. 

 



Our Aquafarian family are the ones who weave and braid our Cosmic Imprint into our 

DNA. They are the ones who weave this frequency into our etheric cellular structure to re-

unite our DNA into the 24 strands and 48 strands that will be required for our full 

ascension. 

 

There are stories about a fallen system that will pull our galaxy into the Black Hole of the 

Milky Way Galaxy. Please remember that the highest frequency always pulls the lower 

frequency into it and transmutes it. So, let's think about this. If there are entities with very 

low frequencies trying to suck us into darkness, and there are 13 Light Councils who have 

recruited every Light Entity from every Universe in the Cosmos to assure they achieve 

their goal, which way do you think we are going to go? 

 

We are your family of perfect light and we work with the 13 Light councils who have 

recruited millions of other Councils of pure light on your behalf. There is always a little bit 

of a bumpy ride when a new Evolution into Ascension is about to occur. 

 

We have already provided a safe passage home for you. You will be pulled into these 

harmonic frequencies that our little sisters voice has carried into your kingdom from our 

Consciousness. This is the Love of Home that will bring you home. 

There will be 12 days of Light. It might be called a War. OR, you could think of it as the 

power of light restoring the darkness. 

 

When the angels who fell into a path that didn't allow them to continue in the light of 

Source, they got lost and couldn't find their way home to Source Consciousness. 

 

Our light will pull them all back into the highest frequencies. They will find their way 

home. 

 

It is your light, your consciousness, your frequencies that are allowing us to re-connect our 

blue prints of a perfect kingdom into our Mother Earth and our Aquarius Matrix. You are 

the light that is making this pathway possible. 

 

Our light and frequencies are streaming into your DNA, your cells, your heart, your Soul, 

through these frequencies and songs that were sent to you. 

 

Aquarius is the perfect matrix. There is no other perfect matrix. This is the original ultra 

violet blue velvety satin idea from the mind of God that was woven into a Divine Template 

that is kept inside your Earth's Heart and in the atmosphere around you. We are the starry 

ones who lived on the Earth that was a star. The starry reality will return to you shortly. 

 

This album http://store.kagi.com/cgi-

bin/store.cgi?storeID=6FGAR_LIVE&page=Earths_Heartbeat_Love was created as 

gratitude to all of the Perfect Ones in the Blue realm who are making it possible to realign 

our Consciousness into the Perfect Kingdom of Aquafaria from within the heart of Mother 

Earth and out into the Aquafaria in the Clouds above our heads. 

 

 

 

Namaste, 
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